
MEGASeats Announces N95 Face Masks Will
Be Included With All Shipped Ticket Orders

With a Post-Pandemic Event World in

Sight, MEGASeats is Offering Fans Peace

of Mind With Complimentary PPE While

Events Require Face Masks For Entry

SOUTH WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT ,

UNITED STATES, December 16, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- MEGAseats has

begun offering a free N95 face mask to

go along with every shipped ticket

purchase, the company announced Wednesday. The transparent ticket resale marketplace says

that consumers are rearing to get back to live events in 2021, but that many are wary about their

safety in large groups as the COVID vaccination process continues to unfold.

With an expectation that

face masks are going to be

required at most events for

a while, we want to go the

extra mile for our clients

and offer them the peace of

mind that these masks can

provide.”

Up Punyagupta

The N95 face masks are provided through a partnership

with Connecticut BioTech, which imports the high-quality

masks from manufacturers abroad and serves both

consumers and medical facilities.

“After so many things were postponed or cancelled in

2020, we’re seeing a lot of excitement to get back to

arenas, amphitheaters, and stadiums,” says MegaSeats

managing director Up Punyagupta. “With an expectation

that face masks are going to be required at most events for

a while, we want to go the extra mile for our clients and

offer them the peace of mind that these masks can help

provide.”

This week marked what many believe to be the beginning of the end of the COVID pandemic, as

vaccinations began across the country with frontline healthcare workers and other high-risk

individuals. Confidence is high that live events will be back to pre-pandemic levels soon. That

said, local authorities are likely to continue requiring face masks for entry at most events for the

foreseeable future, and many consumers will have to wait until summer or later for their

vaccination.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.megaseats.com/?utm_source=EIN&amp;utm_medium=release&amp;utm_campaign=MSN95


A spokesman for CT Biotech says the N95 masks that MEGASeats will be providing customers are

its best-selling item. Due to a huge backlog in Food and Drug Administration certification, the

masks are not approved for medical use, however the masks have been independently verified

to meet the NIOSH medical standards for protection by Nelson Labs.

“We believe this unique partnership with MEGASeats is a great way to help boost consumer

confidence in the safety of attending concerts and games in 2021,” says CT Biotech’s Sean Burns.

“Between huge steps taken by venues on their hygiene and ventilation protocols and the

availability of high quality and affordable PPE, there’s no reason not to feel that you can get back

out to events safely as soon as local authorities sign off on them happening.”

The promotion between MEGASeats and CT Biotech began on December 16 and will continue

through at June 1, 2021. The offer is only valid on orders where a physical ticket is shipped to a

consumer.

ABOUT MEGASeats

Created in response to the need for a transparent secondary ticket marketplace website,

MEGASeats has the best seats in the house with no hidden fees. WIth all-in pricing, MEGASeats

gives its customers the ability to understand the true price of tickets while they shop, without

having to enter personal or financial information. 

ABOUT CT Biotech

CT Biotech was founded in the spring of 2020 to provide solutions to the unique problems

brought forth by the COVID pandemic. Initially focused on manufacturing and distributing Secure

Fit face mask frames developed by researchers at the University of Connecticut, CT Biotech now

offers a wide spectrum of personal protective equipment to facilities and consumers alike.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/532935206
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